Mishell Leong. Born: 1978, Malaysia. Life Expressionist
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who is internationally collected in London, New York, Switzerland,

Singapore, Malaysia and Austria, Mishell’s multi-dimensional work is instantly
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recognisable for her unapologetically bold use of colours and textures.
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Struggling to find vibrant, happy and colourful art for their first baby’s nursery was the
catalyst that sprung Mishell into her new life as a self-taught artist.
In her previous life, Mishell is a trained UK Chartered Accountant who ran global projects in
the financial services sector before a recurrent vision in her dreams in 2012 literally made her
step into a local art café in Singapore to paint it. As the first brushstroke touched the canvas,
her soul was awakened and a hidden passion was unleashed.

What Mishell discovered is her gift to evoke happiness in people through her view of the
world in colours. Her first commission in 2013, “Roadworks in Zuhrenn”, was created for a
three-year old boy who was moving into his room and his parents wanted to surprise him
with a painting of his own. The joy and pride that this boy had in owning his own painting
moved Mishell and her friends very much.

Since then, Mishell has been commissioned to create many paintings in her Children Art
Series for children around the world. Each painting is unique and personalised to the child
and family’s favourite things and memories.
As Mishell takes a long time to complete these highly unique and detailed pieces, a number
her past Children Art pieces have been made in personalisable limited edition prints to enable
more collectors to have access to some of these fun and colourful paintings.

To view Mishell’s commissioned Children Art works, visit her gallery website on:
www.milcbymishell.com

In 2016, Mishell started to have another recurring vision and her Sensual Art Collection was
born. The first few pieces of the collection were instantly snapped up and the collection
marked her debut show at the Affordable Art Fair Singapore in November 2017.
Mishell’s journey as an artist has continued to evolve and move at a significant speed – with
her artwork being featured in a fashion show, converted in a 3m lightbox and many other
sell-out merchandises.
For the Affordable Art Fair Singapore in November 2018, Mishell came up with a sell-out
series – her Botanical Art Collection is inspired by her childhood memories of the lush
surroundings from where she grew up in Malaysia.

As a life expressionist, Mishell is inspired by her joy for life – her Asian upbringing during her
childhood vs her adult years spent in the western world is a strong influence in her works and
her natural ability to mix modern with classic, traditional with contemporary, childlike-fun
with serious.

To view Mishell’s artwork, visit: www.mishellleong.com

Follow Mishell on Instagram:
@mishellleongart
@milcbymishell

